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Geometrically weighted i.i.d. random variables {Y,} which are bounded above zre shown to 
exhibit iterated logarithm type behavior. Specifically, if b > 1 and if the lower tail of the distribution 
of YI approaches 0 fast enough, then lim SU~,,~ (fz~ - 1) xi”,, b’Y,Jb”+ = L, almost certainly, 
where L is the essential supremum of YI. 
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1. Introduction 
Let S, = Cy=, Q-&, it 2 1, where { Ya} are independent, identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables and {crm} are nonzero constants. The {a;lY,} are so-called 
weighted i.i.d. rando% variables; the {a,} being referred to as weights and the {Y,} as 
the underlyi,ltg random variables. When E YI = 0 and E Yf < 00, Chow and Teicher 
[l] and Teicher [4], [5] have given conditions which ensure that {gn Y,} obey the !gw 
of the iterated logarithm (LIL), that is, 
li:!:’ (2EY&: log log &*‘* = 
1 
almost certainly (a.c.) where s”, = xi”=, q?, n 3 1. These conditions are of a moment 
nature on Yl and on the order of magnitude of n(r~/s~. The celebrated theorem of 
Martman and Wintner [2] is obtained as the special case cr, = 1. 
The underlying random variables are said to be geometricazly weighted if the 
weights take the form a, = b “, b > 1. According to Theorem 5 of [4] the classical LI 
(1) for geometrically weighted i.i.d. bounced rllndom variables fails in the sense th 
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the strong law of large numbers 
lim S,,/(c,s,) = 0, a.c. 
n-a 
holds for any numerical sequence c,, + ao and in particular for cn = (log log s:)~‘*~ 
Thus when the weights grow geometrically, it is natural to search fcr ‘normalizing’ 
constants a, > Q and a finite nonzero constant A for which lim supn+a Sn/un = A, 
a.c. The theorem herein treats this question of iterated logarithm type behavior in the 
geometric case when the underlying random variables have a lower tail probability 
approaching 0 at a fast enough rate and are bounded above (a fo;‘tiori bounded) and 
identifies lim supn-a (b - 1)&/b”“, a.c. as the essential supremum of Yi. 
The essential supremum and essential infimum of a random variable Y, denoted 
ess sup Y and ess inf Y, respectively, are defined by 
ess sup Y = inf{M: 
ess inf Y = su~‘{M: I’{ Y 3 M} = 1) 
where inf ;O= a and sup (i)= --oo. 
.As ususa!, the positive and negative parts of a random variable: Y are defined, 
respectively, by 
Y + = maxi I?, 0}, Y- = -min{ :/, 0). 
2. The result 
The main result may now be given. Conclusion (2) asserts that {b n Yn} exhibits 
iterated logarithm type behavior if L is finite and nonzero. (It is not assumed that 
EY 2 0.) If a # L = 0, iterated logarithm type behavior of {b”( Yn - a)} is given by 
Corollary 1. It is interesting to note that these results have no assumption on the 
finiteness of E Y* or even of El Y;. In comparing the normalization in (2) with the 
classical normalization as in (l), note that 
b n+l,‘(b - 1) = (1 +o(l))((b c l)(b - l)-‘~:)~‘*. 
Theorem. Le; Sn = Cy=, b’Yi, n 2 1, where b > I and (Y, Yn) are i.i.d. random 
variables. If E( Y-j” x w for some e > 0, then 
lim sup(b - l)Sn/b”” = L, ax. 
n+oO 
(2) 
where L = ess sup Y. 
Proof. Trivially, the left-hand side of (2) is majorized a.c. by 
lim sup(b - 1) i biL/b”*l = I. 
n-803 j-l 
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It remains to prove that 
lim sup(b - 1)&/b”” 3 L, ax. 
n-+00 
or, equivalently, that 
P{limsup(b-l)S,Jb”‘%x}>O forallx<L, 
n+m (3) 
as the left-hand side of (3) then must equal 1 by the Kolmogorov O-l law. 
To prove (3), choose a S > 0 such that also x + 6 < L. Then for all positive integers 
N the left-hand side of (3) is minorized by 
lim SUP P{(b - l)Sn/b”+’ 2 X} S, 
n-+cQ 
=tiT+yp P{(Sn-N ~-8b”+‘/(b-l)} l P(Sn-Sn-N ab”+‘(x +S)/(b-1)) 
= liT+.p ph NJ l qh NJ (say). (4) 
For estimating q(n, N), set YN = x + 8 if x + S s 0 and yN = (X + S)/(l - bN) if 
x + S > 0. They yN <L for sufficiently large N, and for these N and n > N, 
q(n,N)~P{Yj~y~forn-N<j~n}=(P{Y~y~})N~O. (5) 
For estimating p(n, N), set 4(x) = (x-)‘. Without loss of generality suppose E 2~ 1. 
Then 4 is subadditive, that is, 
4jz xj) c C 4(xj)* 
i i 
By the Markov inequality, for n > N, 
1 -p(n, N)sE+(Sn-N)/4(-Sbn+‘/(b - 1)) 
n--N 
G C E4(b’q)((b - l)/8bn+‘)’ 
j=l 
= E&(Y) niNb”((b - l)/Sb”+‘)” 
j=l 
s lE4( Y)((b - l)/6bN)“J(b” - 1) < 1 (6: 
for sufficiently large N. Combining (4), (S), and (6) yields1 (3), thereby proving the 
theorem. 
(Y-j” <W for some & > L then for any constant a 
limsup(b - 1) i b’( -a)/b”+’ = L--a. ax. 
n-+03 j=1 
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Corollary 2. If E( Y”)” < 00 for some E > 0, then 
lim inf (b - l)S,/ b ‘+I = I, Q.C. 
n+aY 
where I = ess inf Y. 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from the theorem by replacing Yj by - Yj, 
noting that Y+ = (-Y)- and ess sup(- Y) = -1. 
CoroDIary 3. Without any moment conditions on Y” or ‘Y-, 
Sim sl:rp(b - l)lSnl/b”” = lim sup(b - 1) i b’lI5l/b”” 
n+oc n+oO j=l 
= max{lC I41 = ess sup1 Y I, kc. 
roof. If Y is unbounded, then the elementary inequality 
IYnJ/b = I&“*fnl/bn+* s ISn-ll/bn + IS”I/b”” 
and the Rorel-Cantelh lemma ensure that 
lim supi Y,,l/b = lim suplSnl/bn’l = m, ax. 
n-+00 n+CO 
The rest of the corollary follows from the theorem and Corollary 2. 
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